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Abstract
Purpose of the study: The concept of student fraction, in general, is to understand a small part of an intact part so that
students' understanding of fractions as quantities needs to be considered in the context of quantitative reasoning. This
study aimed to explore and describe the reasoning of junior high school students in Bima, Indonesia, in understanding
the relationship of quantities as a fraction.
Methodology: Research was conducted with qualitative research, which was descriptive exploratory with the stages of
giving the Fraction Problem Task (FPT) and task-based interviews. The subjects in this study were 4 students selected
from grades 8 and grade 9, who had studied fraction material and were chosen based on the categorization shown by
students on the answer sheet.
Main Findings: The results of this study described that there were two forms of student reasoning approaches, namely
the variable and the non-variable approach. In the variable approach, students used multilevel variables, namely level
one and level two, whereas, in a non-variable approach, students connected quantities directly, without involving
variables.
Applications of this study: The process of connecting quantities involved quantitative reasoning with different
quantitative operations, such as the quantity combination in the form of multiplication, addition, and concurrent
combination of multiplication and addition.
Novelty/Originality of this study: In the process of linking quantities, students were connecting composite units with
intact units directly, and students were connecting composite units, continuous units, and then connecting to intact units.
Keywords: Algebraic Reasoning, Fraction, Unit, Quantity, Quantitative Reasoning.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of fraction introduced in elementary school to secondary level in Indonesia is only around the smallest parts
of the intact part, such as decimal form, fraction number, and percent. Therefore, students do not understand the higher
fraction if they are related to reasoning or algebra. Research on the relationship between the difficulty in understanding
subtraction on the fourth generation of Indonesians and their opportunities to learn fractions as a snapshot from TIMSS
(Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) demonstrated three reasons that caused students conceptual
understanding low (Wijaya, 2017). First, the Indonesian curriculum gave minimum emphasis on the basic concept of
fractions and introduced fractional operations too early. Second, Indonesian mathematic textbooks provided only one
definition of the fraction that was a fraction as a part of a whole. Third, limited use of the fraction model or fractional
representation in the class praxis. Wijaya’s research put forward minimum coverage of fractional materials in the
curriculum, which interfered with students’ reasoning process on the fraction. The crucial aspect of this research was
students’ reasoning towards fractions. To understand student reasoning infraction, students need to be introduced to the
fraction in the form of quantities that can develop quantitative reasoning and students' algebraic reasoning with the
fraction.
Some research had evaluated the concept of fraction from the student-reasoning point of view (Baek et al., 2017; Boyce
& Norton, 2016, 2017; Hackenberg, 2007, 2013; Hackenberg et al., 2017; Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; Norton & Wilkins,
2009, 2010). Hackenberg (2007) studied unit coordination and fraction construction that required three-level unit
interiorization. In the next studies, the three-level unit was categorized as Multiplicative Concept (MC). In MC1,
students could only partition the whole unit into parts or composite units Hackenberg (2013). In MC2, students could
partition the composite unit in MC1 into a smaller composite unit, while MC3 students could view the whole unit as a
commutative operation from the composite unit (Hackenberg & Lee, 2015). In Table 1, it is given the examples of MC1,
MC2, and MC3.
Further, in the research, Hackenberg (2013) and Hackenberg & Lee (2015) discussed the relationships between student’s
knowledge of fractions and their equation writing within the framework of algebraic reasoning. Both studies addressed
Multiplicative Concept (MC) using the fractional concept of middle school students (grade 7 until grade10). The studies
discussed the relationship between the knowledge of fractions and student’s algebraic reasoning in the domain of
equation writing. Students showed understanding towards fractions as a composite unit but did not do so on equation
writing. The follow-up research conducted by Hackenberg et al. (2017) evaluated 22 middle school students’ ways of
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thinking towards unknowns, variables, and equations. Twelve out of twenty-two students were categorized as MC2, who
were able to determine numbers and length (of the known quantity) as a whole unit or a composite unit (were capable of
imagining the partitioned length but did not partition it). The other ten were categorized as MC3, who were capable of
considering numbers and size as a composite unit.
Table 1: Examples of the application of MC1, MC2, and MC3.
Multiplicative
Concept (MC)
MC1

The form of shape

Fraction Value
The width of the shaded area is parts.

MC2

The width of the red area is

parts of the above

areas =

.
MC3

The width of the blue area is , whereas the width of 1 part of
the blue one is of parts =

.

The width of the green area is , whereas the width of 1 part
of the green one is part of parts =

.

The width of 1 blue area is equal to 1 green area =

.

(Commutative operation).
Multiplicative Concept (MC) is a visual representation of the symbolic representation of fractions or vice versa by
students. The visual representation can help students interpret abstract problems in mathematics so that students can
solve fraction problems (Abdullah et al., 2017; Fadhilah et al., 2019). In line with this, Atagi et al. (2016) argue that the
visual representation of these fractions can have a good influence on determining symbolic representations. However,
symbolic and numeric representations to visual representations are rarely done well (Atagi et al., 2016; Lewis, 2016),
and students who are less capable in mathematics will be less effective in learning fractions, but it can be improved
through remedial reconceptualization (Lewis, 2017).
By referring to these studies and opinions, this research study described the reasoning process of students in visualizing
and solving fraction problems in verbal form, then visualizing and solving the fraction problem.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Fraction: whole unit, continuous unit, and composite unit as quantities
The discussion about fractions here referred to the definition stated by Confrey (1994) about splitting. In his definition,
he believed that splitting existed in the action of one-to-many. Then, Steffe & Olive (2010) termed the results of the oneto-many fraction as a continuous unit. Furthermore, Steffe and Olive explained that continuous unit could also be
partitioned as “many” in “one-to-many,” so the result of the partition was deemed a composite unit. Such a splitting
scheme could be used to form the part-to-whole fractional scheme.
The fractional scheme illustrated in several reviews (Baek et al., 2017; Boyce & Norton, 2016, 2017; Hackenberg, 2007,
2013; Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; Norton & Wilkins, 2009, 2010; Thompson & Saldanha, 2003) was described as form
and was understood as a part-to-whole connection. For instance, meant “three out of seven”; were three (3) was a part
of a seven (7) that was partitioned into seven parts called a proper fractional scheme. Then, Thompson & Saldanha
(2003) illustrated an improper fractional scheme, for example, , which showed a fractional iteration that exceeded the
whole amount. If

was declared as a result of an iteration; then, the iteration as a result of partitions could be classified

into three forms: first, an iteration that equaled to the whole partition
less than the whole partition

; second, an iteration that was

; and third, an iteration that exceeded the whole partition, where the

available composite unit, if combined, would have bigger amount than the whole

.

Just like the illustration on the fraction above, this section sees fractions as a composite unit from parts that are
partitioned as a whole. The concept of partition that was illustrated in the previous studies (Baek et al., 2017) used the
partition "many" in "one-to-many." For example, from , where its three fourth part was partitioned into three equal
parts. Therefore, this study used a bamboo stem as an illustration of a whole unit that was cut (partitioned) into two parts
(continuous units). Then, one part of the continuous unit was cut off (unit composite). Carraher (1996) differentiate
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quantities that could be considered as a one dimension length and the description of an amount as quantities based on
certain unit measurements. This showed that the whole part (a whole unit) can be considered as a quantity, then, a
continuous unit and a composite unit as parts of the whole unit is considered as other quantities.
Algebraic Reasoning
In general, learning about algebra was dominated by integers, but the characteristics of algebra infractions were not
much different from those of integers (Hackenberg & Lee, 2015). One way to distinguish them in learning algebra was
by enabling the students to understand them (Thompson, 2013) by developing the basic concept of algebra such as
unknowns, variables, equivalence, equations, and functional relationships. Smith & Thompson (2007) offered some
solutions for basic algebra problems by engagement in determining variables, writing algebra equations, and stating and
solving an equation. The algebraic problem in this research was observing the way students connected units, whether
they use arithmetic operations or algebraic symbols (variables). The coordination and conservation of the quantitative
unit took account of composite unit coordination (Olive & Çağlayan, 2008). Steffe (1992) explained that a situation
which would lead to multiplication (unit coordination by multiplication), needed at least two composite units to
coordinate in such a way that one of the composite units could be distributed through the element of the other composite
units.
Unit coordination could use a variable approach (Ayalon et al., 2016; Caglayan, 2013; Hackenberg et al., 2017) to
substitute a composite unit. For instance, a bamboo stem was cut into six parts; one of the parts could be presupposed as
x variable. Therefore the bamboo would have a length of 6x (using coordination of addition or multiplication). The other
type of unit coordination did not involve variables (Boyce & Norton, 2016, 2017; Lobato & Siebert, 2002). In their
research, Lobato & Siebert (2002) described an illustration from one of the participants (named Terry) in coordinating
units from the results partitions. Terry made unit "2.5 cm in 1 second" and iteration to produce "10 cm in 4 seconds".
Terry understood the multiplication connections from four groups, with each group consisted of 2.5 cm in 1 second. The
students' ability to regard fractions as measured quantities gave early algebraic reasoning (Hackenberg, 2010;
Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; Norton & Wilkins, 2010; Olive & Çağlayan, 2008).
Quantitative Reasoning
Quantitative reasoning was based on E.L. Thorndike's account on quantitative psychological reasoning through his
research about algebra (Dwyer et al., 2003). The framework used by E. L. Thorndike was the stimulus-response, which
represented the psychological paradigm in his era. He suggested the typology of problems in quantitative reasoning. The
first type was problem-solving without using an explicit equations or common formula. The second type was problemsolving using equation and formula. With the stimulus-response, Smith & Thompson (2007) stated in their thesis that the
development of quantitative reasoning required years to succeed in improving meaningful and productive arithmetic
knowledge and algebra.
Quantitative reasoning focused on quantities and relationships among quantities (Ellis, 2011; Moore, 2014; Stalvey &
Vidakovic, 2015; Syarifuddin et al., 2019a, 2019b, 2020; Thompson, 1993), meaning that approaching the mathematic
topic from certain mathematic behavior that emphasized activities, such as measurements, measurement
conceptualization, and developing mathematic relationships (Thompson, 1993). The statement was supported by Weber
et al. (2014), who stated that quantitative reasoning was the foundation that supported students to model mathematic
phenomena by providing the means necessary for students to create connections among quantities in the form of models.
Solving fraction problems requires various strategies (Mokhtar et al., 2019; Obersteiner & Tumpek, 2016; Sa’dijah et al.,
2019; Sa’diyah et al., 2019).
Quantitative reasoning required quantitative mental operation (Thompson, 1995), like in formatting a multiplication
comparison of addition comparison and the combination of addition. Quantitative reasoning also required relational
reasoning about quantitative structure, mental operational rules to understand situational quantities and mental
operational rules, which enabled a person to recognize quantities as something that had various values or could have
various values. Thompson (1994) classified quantitative operations into eight types. They were a combination of
quantities by addition; comparison of quantities by addition; a combination of quantities by multiplication, comparison
of quantities by multiplication; generalizing ratio; instant leveling; making ratio, and making level. The eight types of
quantitative operations did not emerge simultaneously. It was dependent on the problems presented or task designs.
Therefore the design of the tasks in this research applied only the use of quantitative operation in the form of a
combination of quantities by addition and combination of quantities by multiplication.
With the use of the composite unit as a quantity, Caglayan (2013) in his research, showed that identification and
coordination of the quantity and unit representations in different categories (multiplication, addition, pseudomultiplication) in which it was an important aspect of quantitative reasoning needing emphasis in the teaching-learning
process. Further, the research conducted by Olive & Çağlayan (2008) showed that the identification and coordination of
units involved in the problem situation was an important aspect of quantitative reasoning and needed to be emphasized
during the teaching-learning process.
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Research Problem
This study analyzed students’ way of thinking, MC2, and MC3, in solving fractional problems by considering whole
unit, continuous unit, and composite unit as quantities in that students connected or coordinated the units which were
partitioned from the “part-whole” form. Previous research had examined the formation of equations from fractions, but
they did not examine the different ways in which students connected quantities. Therefore, in this study, it was examined
how students related quantities to solving fraction problems by looking at whole units, continuous units, and composite
units as quantities in terms of quantitative reasoning.
Research problems this could be formulated as follows:
1. How did students connect or coordinate the whole unit, continuous unit, and composite unit as quantities?
2. What reasoning approaches did students use in solving Fraction Problem Task (FPT) with the whole unit, continuous
unit, and composite unit as quantities?
METHODOLOGY
This research was qualitative with the descriptive explorative approach. The characteristic of this qualitative research
referred to Creswell (2012), which consisted of a natural setting, researcher as a key instrument, multiple sources of data,
inductive data analysis, emergent design, and holistic account.
Participants
This research was conducted in 8th and 9th-grade students of junior high schools in Bima district, Indonesia. The class
was chosen after coordinating with the mathematics teacher at the school about the class that had received fraction
material in class 7. This was confirmed from the results of Cetin & Ertekin (2011) research showing that 8th grade high
school students had quantitative reasoning abilities. The research subjects were selected from 36 8 th grade students and
31 9th grade students working on the Fraction Problem Task (FPT) in Figure 1 for 30 minutes. It was obtained that 6 8th
grade students and 5 9th grade students who gave correct answers and showed different ways of relating the quantities of
fractional forms.
The next was to choose a subject whose reasoning was analyzed. In this step, 4 students were selected out of 11 students
from the first selection step. The selection procedure was consulting with a math teacher and asking for a
recommendation for the students that had oral explanation skill about their work. The 4 selected subjects were two
students of 8 Grade and two students of 9 Grade. To differentiate among the 4 students in the results of the research, the
students were initialized as S (S1 = Subject 1, S2 = Subject 2, S3 = Subject 3, and S4 = Subject 4).
Instrument and Procedures
Before being used for research, FPT was validated by two mathematicians, namely 1 mathematics teacher and 1
mathematics lecturer. Data were collected using tasks as an instrument, which is available in Figure 1. The task used in
this research was Fraction Problem Task (FPT), which was developed to observe the students' reasoning on fractional
problems that viewed the whole unit, continuous unit, and composite unit as quantities.
The data collection procedure consisted of several steps. First, students accomplished written FPT in 30 minutes. The
results, then, were examined to choose subjects that represented different problem-solving methods. Second, a taskbased clinical interview (Clement, 2000) was conducted for 30 minutes for every student. The interview was done during
students’ spare time to avoid unnecessary interruption for learning activities. The Interviews were audio and video
recorded.
Sebatang bambu dipotong beberapa bagian. Mula-mula dipotong dua bagian yang sama panjang. Kemudian satu
bagian dipotong lagi dari bagian tersebut. Sekarang sisa bambu tersebut 2 m (meter). Berapa meter panjang bambu
mula-mula?
In English:
A bamboo stem was cut into parts. At first, the bamboo was cut into two equal parts. Then, one part of the parts
were cut off. Now the remaining length of the bamboo stem is 2 m (meters). How many meters was the length of
the bamboo at the beginning?
Figure 1: Fraction Problem Task (FPT)
Figure 2 is the flowchart of this research. The beginning stage is a preliminary research plan that consists of studying the
problems and the theories under the research, developing an instrument, and designing a research method. At the
preparation stage, the researcher determines the location of the study, coordinates with the mathematics teacher, and
chooses the research class. The data collection stage begins with giving FPT to students to work on, then evaluates
student answer sheets to select the Subjects, and conducts task-based interviews with selected Subjects. Data analysis is
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carried out to process and describe the data obtained, while at the conclusion stage, the researcher is describing the
results, findings, and implications of the study. The last stage is the finishing stage, in which the research has been
declared as completed by producing a research report.

Beginning

Preparation

Data Collection

Finishing

Conclusion

Data Analysis

Figure 2: Research Procedure
Data Analysis
Before conducting in-depth analysis, the data obtained was triangulated by the method (Creswell, 2012), which was to
compare the data obtained from the FPT and interviews to find out whether the data from the subject was valid or not.
Data analysis involved two stages: first, analyzing students' answer sheets towards FPT by distinguishing representations
(Corbin & Strauss, 2012), namely by differentiating the use of approaches used by students in problem-solving, then
differentiating the way students coordinated composite units and continuous units as well as whole units. The second
stage, analyzing the results of the interview by playing back recorded video and audio to analyze student reasoning by
recording in transcript form. The next was a comprehensive analysis of the work and results of student interviews to
identify student reasoning in connecting quantities. A comprehensive analysis was intended to simultaneously analyze
student work and interviews.
RESULTS
This section covers the results of students’ work in solving FPT and students’ opinions in answering the questions and
confirmation from the researcher during the interviews. The results of this research elaborated on the reasoning by all
four students that were divided into two groups. The first group was those two students who were engaged in the
reasoning using the variable approach. Each was coded as S1 (a Grade 8 student) and S2 (a Grade 9 student).
Meanwhile, the second group was the students who were involved in reasoning using a non-variable approach were
coded as S3 (a Grade 8 student) and S4 (a Grade 9 student). The elaboration was dominated by the researcher’s
interpretation of the students’ written work. Apart from this, the results of interviews strengthened and confirmed
students’ reasoning in solving FPT.
Reasoning Using a Variable Approach
Reasoning Using the First Degree Variable and Using Reasoning Perspective of Coordinating Composite and Whole
Units
To represent the ways of solving FPT, S1 made illustrations as shown in Figure 3. In the illustration, S1 drew what was
asked in the tasks and resulted in two figures. The first figure showed a whole bamboo (by writing number 1) and the
second figure showed a half chopped bamboo by writing number 1/2).
The reasoning demonstrated by S1 in solving FPT was coordinating a composite unit and a whole unit. This was
confirmed by the results of the interviews. The results of the interviews can be seen in the transcript below.
Interview transcript with Subject S1:
Interviewer: How did you do the task?
S1: Hmm… I followed the instruction in the task. The bamboo was cut into two equal sizes [showing the figure he
drew. See Figure 3], then, tw0-third was cut off half of the bamboo, so the rest was one-third of that
part.
Interviewer : Where does one-sixth of this part come from?
S1

: Ooh… this one sixth is a part of the whole one bamboo.

Interviewer : Didn’t you say that part of the bamboo was one-third of the part?
S1

: Oh yeah, one third of the part equals to this one sixth.

Interviewer : What do you mean?
S1

: This one-third is the rest of half of the whole bamboo after cutting off two-third of that half [pointing
at the illustration of a half bamboo which he drew]. And this one-sixth is the rest of one bamboo
[while pointing at one whole bamboo that he drew]. That is why I wrote one-sixth equal to two meters.
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Interviewer : I see this [pointing at a half time one third] multiplication of half and one third equals to one over six
parts, what does it mean?
S1

: I multiplied a half and one third to find out the rest of the bamboo when it was seen as a whole. I
created the second figure [pointing at one-sixth in the figure below] which was another way to find
out the rest of the whole bamboo.

Interviewer : Does it mean that you see the bamboo as a whole has been divided into six parts?
S1

: Yes. Therefore the two-meter part is multiplied by six and this makes twelve for the whole length of the
bamboo.

Interviewer : By the way, what does this cross mean? [Pointing at variable x].
S1

: This is x variable. I presuppose one bamboo as x.

Within the process of solving the problem, S1 used a variable approach in which x variable is considered as the length of
bamboo (a whole unit). Based on his explanation, S1 applies his logic by the quantitative method to coordinate
composite and whole units. After finding out the rest, S1 did not coordinate it with the continuous unit but did it directly
with the whole unit. The reasoning method applied is the quantitative operation that combines quantity in the form of
multiplication where a whole unit is derived from the result of the multiplication of the composite unit.

Figure 3: The Representation of S1 in solving FPT
Reasoning Using the Second Level Variable and Using Reasoning Perspective of Coordinating Composite and
Continuous Units
The solutions of FPT done by S2 was in the form of a number line representing the problems (see figure 4). The figure
was intended to show an even interval between each part of the composite unit.
Interview transcript with Subject S2:
Interviewer : How did you do the task?
S2

: Firstly, I drew a line to represent a bamboo. I presupposed this bamboo [pointing at the line she drew.
See figure 4] as x. Afterward, the bamboo was cut into two parts, so I wrote half of x and a half of x.
Secondly, I spared a half x [pointing at 1/2 which she circled] and considered this half x as the length
of a new whole bamboo, so I wrote a half x equals to a. Two third of a was cut [pointing at 2/3a], then,
a has one-third remaining part. It is one-third of a known as 2-meter partition.

Interviewer : And…?
S2

: Since there are three parts [pointing at 1/3a, 1/3a, 1/3a], I multiplied two meters and three. Therefore,
the length of a half bamboo or a half x equaled to six. The length of one bamboo was made by
multiplying six and two which made twelve meters.
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S2 comprehended about variable well. In her explanation, S2 considered a whole unit as x variable. Then, the continuous
unit as a result of cutting the bamboo was labeled as a new variable namely a, therefore, the reasoning method
demonstrated by S2 was ordinal variable.

Figure 4: The Representation of S2 in solving FPT
Reasoning Using Non-Variable Approach
In the case of students’ reasoning using a non-variable approach, results were obtained from two students, S3 and S4.
Both subjects demonstrated the relatively similar process of reasoning in solving FPT. However, both did not apply the
variable approach. S3 did not use illustration to present the problem, while S4 did (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).
Interview Transcript with Subject S3:
Interviewer : How did you solve the problem?
S3

: One bamboo was cut into two parts. Therefore I wrote a half and a half [pointing at 1/2, 1/2]. Then,
two-third was cut off the half, so the rest was one third which was two meters.

Interviewer : How did you conclude that the rest was one third? [Pointing at 1/3 in the student’s work on FPT].
S3

: Hmmm… I saw a half was cut into three. This two-third was two parts which had equal sizes. Hence,
the rest was one part that was one third.

Interviewer : Owh… so? How did you find out that the result was 12 meters?
S3

: One third equals to two meters (1/3 = 2 meters). In the meantime, two-third equals to one third added
by one third that make two-third; therefore, two-third equals to four meters (1/3 + 1/3 = 4 meters). So,
the length of a half piece of bamboo is one third added by one third and added again by one third that
equals to six meters (1/3 + 1/3 + 1/3 = 6 meters). So, the length of the whole bamboo is half of bamboo
added by half of bamboo, six meters added by six meters equals to twelve meters.

Figure 5: The Representation of S3 in solving FPT
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Interview transcript with Subject S4:
Interviewer : How did you solve the problem?
S4

: A stem of bamboo is cut into a half and a half. Then, a half piece of bamboo [pointing at 1/2 part in the
illustration. See Figure 6] is cut two-third off and the rest is one third which is two meters in length.
Since one third means two meters, two-third equals to four meters. Hence, the length of a half of the
bamboo is an addition of one third and two-third which make three third [pointing at 3/3] that is two
meters added by four meters equals to six meters.

Interviewer : What do you mean by three over three or three third?
S4

: I think that 3/3 comes from a half part which is cut two third off and the rest is one third. So, half of
bamboo is made of one third added by two-third.

Interviewer : And what’s next?
S4

: The length of a half of bamboo is six meters, so another half of the bamboo has the same length.
Therefore, I multiply six and two which makes the length of the bamboo twelve meters.

Based on the results of the representation in solving FPT and interviews with S3 and S4, I could be seen that both
subjects comprehended problems of fraction operation well. Both subjects had seen the continuous units as one whole
unit as demonstrated in their representation of 1/2 part as 3/3 part.
Both subjects built quantitative reasoning by connecting a composite units and continuous units before doing it to the
whole unit. Interestingly, they used different quantitative operations. S3 used quantitative operation by combining
quantity using addition while S4 did it by combining quantity using addition and multiplication.

Figure 6: The Representation of S4 in solving FPT
DISCUSSION
The results of the research revealed the comprehension of high school students’ towards partitive and iterative fractional
schemes. This was shown by the students’ representation in the form of pictures and algebraic symbols. The use and
mastery of various forms of representation support students in problem-solving (Mkhatshwa & Doerr, 2018; Prayitno et
al., 2020; Swastika et al., 2020). Students’ understanding of the partitive unit could be seen from the way they
considered a unit as a variable. There was even a student who illustrated the units with the ordinal variable, as
demonstrated in S2’s written work. This is due to the ordinal unit partition (Boyce & Norton, 2016). Further, Steffe &
Olive (2010) stated that a student could make more partitions by seeing a composite unit as a continuous unit, therefore
he/she could make a partition to the smaller unit.
In connecting the units above, students built the fractional scheme by doing iterative fractional schemes. Steffe (2001)
put forward that the way students thought about fraction (fractional scheme) was derived from the reorganization of
psychological operation that they developed when they constructed a scheme to work with the composite units. In the
operation of scheme building with the composite unit, students used different approaches such as variable and nonvariable approaches. The use of a variable approach referred to the results of the study by Hackenberg et al. (2017),
where high school students used equation (variable) in connecting coordinating units. A non-variable approach is
another method for students since it was hard to produce an algebraic equation. It needed guessing and examination of
numeric values or indefinite arithmetic operation (Crawford et al., 2019).
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In the application of both approaches, students connect the coordinating unit (whole unit – continuous unit – composite
unit) by considering the units as quantities. Therefore, in connecting the quantities, students used quantitative reasoning.
The students’ quantitative operation was, in this case, the combination of multiplication and addition. This was in line
with the results of previous studies as shown in Hackenberg et al. (2017), about the multiplication concept and Steffe
(2001) that fractional scheme was built by constructing a series of addition in the whole integers. In their study, Boyce &
Norton (2016) explored the relationship between coordination units using multiplication and addition schemes.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, there were two approaches that students used to solve FPT, they were variable and non-variable
approaches. Students used ordinal variables such as the first and the second level in the variable approach. Students
presupposed a whole unit as the first variable (e.g. x variable) and a continuous unit as the second variable (e.g. a
variable). It appeared that students’ application of the variable approach in FPT would likely develop to the third level
on to multilevel variable by presupposing the smallest composite unit as a variable. In the non-variable approach,
students connect quantities without using the variable.
In the process of coordinating quantities (e.g. whole units, continuous units, and composite units), it was found that some
students connected a composite unit with a whole unit. And some others connect the composite unit with a continuous
unit, then, did it to a whole unit. The process of connecting those quantities involved quantitative reasoning. In this
particular case, the quantitative operation used by the students wares combination of quantities using multiplication,
addition, and the combination of multiplication and addition altogether.
The implication of this research was to increase understanding of the concept of fractions as quantities in secondary
school students in developing quantitative and algebraic reasoning. Students not only recognized fractions of their form
but also could reason using these fractions. Also, Besides teachers could design learning tasks for middle school students
to be able to develop quantitative and algebraic reasoning on the problem of fractions in terms of writing equations and
using variables.
LIMITATION AND STUDY FORWARD
The study of quantitative reasoning on the problem of fractions is not limited to the form as in the task, but it can be
designed in the form of tasks using other fraction forms, both fractions in the form of images, in numerical form, and the
form of porcelain. The study of quantitative reasoning problems is not limited to the problem of fractions, so it is
necessary to study quantitative reasoning by using other problems and on different subjects. Especially for elementary
school students, attention needs to be paid to increasing their understanding and quantitative reasoning for learning
readiness at a higher level.
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